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Portugal’s Chega Party Gains Support in National Election

AP Images
Andre Ventura

Portugal’s Socialist Party was defeated by
centrist and conservative parties last night
in the country’s 2024 legislative election.
The Chega party is described as a populist
conservative party in Portugal; it focuses on
crime and corruption, and supports limited
government.

Led by André Ventura, the Chega party
gained 36 seats in the legislature with 18.1
percent (1,108,764) of the votes, bringing
their total to 48 seats. The Socialist Party
lost 43 seats in the election, with 28.6
percent (1,759,879) of the votes.

The Chega party thanked voters on X,
stating, “Obrigado, Portugueses!” Party
leader Ventura said that the Portuguese
voters have changed, writing on X,
“Yesterday Portugal woke up and changed.
Now we have a lot of work and a lot of
responsibility. Count on us!”

Socialist Party leader Pedro Nuno Santos wrote on X after the defeat, “Thank you to each and every
one. The path begins now.”

https://x.com/PartidoCHEGA/status/1766996216082997723
https://x.com/AndreCVentura/status/1767172206470025409
https://x.com/PNSpedronuno/status/1767123949123469609
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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